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M I S T E L G L Ü C K
together with Jürgen Große
An ongoing project from 2015, photography

The photographs are showing me on (the top of) the tree imitating 
the form of a mistletoe. These parasite plants absorb water from & 
nutrients through the host tree. Mistletoe has a special importance 
in several cultures. It is associated with Western Christmas as a 
decoration, under which lovers are expected to kiss, and it has 
played an important role in Druidic mythology. It is difficult to reach 
and at the same it is supposed to have extra powers. The work is 
a reaction on & intervention in a specific urban situation as well 
as it tests the borders of our society and at the same time my own 
physical limits.





S C U L P T U R E  T R O U V É
An ongoing project from 2014, photography

The work »Sculpture trouvé« shows me lying, sitting or standing 
on large water pipes in urban spaces. The pipes are used for 
groundwater drawdown at construction sites, whose foundation is 
situated below the water level. They pass through the city, forming 
huge, complex and often absurd sculptures whose form I have imi-
tated. Simmilar as with the »Mistelglück«, the performance always 
takes place without an audience. I respond to challenges of urban 
environments and play with conventions of public space and at the 
same time, I push myself to extend my physical limits and to over-
come my fear. As with any urban art intervention, the willingness to 
take a risk plays a significant role.



H E  S A I D
An ongoing project from 2014, animated gif

The series »He Said« brings together the private and the public.  
Things that were said to me in intimate relationships I have written  
large in different spots  in the city. Instead of spraying on the buil-
ding facades, I decided on places of temporary nature such as 
construction sites. The work is not about showing the intimacy to 
everyone, which is why I partly mirrored the letters so that they can 
be read only by those who make the effort. What is important to 
me is the combination of the message with the specific location, 
the adaption of its form and scale to the place. I photographed 
the selected spot before and after, and made an animated gif out 
of these two images so that the lettering is always visible for just a 
split second. The form of presentation, as well as the material of the 
background, are related to the processuality and ephemerality of 
these relationships.

Examples of the sentences:
YOU LIKE OUR SEXUAL CONTACT?
YOUR SECRET SMELL
LIKE A LAKE. DÉLICIOUSE.
YOU ARE IN MY MIND LIKE A RIVER.
YOU DON‘T THINK WE HAVE A PROBLEM WITH BABIES?





W I L H E L M S T R A S S E  4 4
2012—2014, photography, various size

I have been working in the building of the Czech Embassy on 
Wilhelmstr. 44 in Berlin-Mitte every day for over two years. It was 
built between 1974 to 1978 by Czech architects Vera and Vladimir 
Machonin in the Brutalist architectural style and served in the for-
mer GDR as the Czechoslovak Embassy. Today, apart from its con-
tinuing role as the Czech Embassy, it is also the seat of the Czech 
Cultural Institute and the Czech Travel Agency. Nevertheless, more 
than the half of the building is empty and not in use. The numerous 
abandoned rooms are full of bizarre still-lifes that stark contrasts to 
the impressive ceremonial areas. I find the condition of the building 
both fascinating and sad. 





C A S E  S T U D Y  D R E S D E N
2009, analogue colour print, c-print, inject-print, b&w photocopy, 
various size 

This case study deals with a differing perception of the same location 
or situation by different people. As an example I take my favorite place 
in Dresden, the bank of the river Elbe. First I present the buildings, 
strongly associated with the socialist era, in a nice light and positive 
atmosphere, colourful and dynamic, as I personally perceive them. 
The second part I photographed the same place technically precise 
with the eye of an architect— a purist who does not allow any individu-
alism. The installation consists of several formally autonomous parts 
and, non-hierarchically, brings various photo techniques together.





T H E  L I G H T
2008, DV AVI, 9:50 min

The static video record shows an apartment block on the bank of 
the river Elbe in Dresden. It is an older housing development built 
in the communist period, which has been recently brightened up 
by a minimalist lighting installation. The intensity of the orange light 
in the verticals of the staircases rises and sings slowly, so that it 
is hardly noticeable when just passing by. I have filmed the house 
for one hour during the dusk and later changed the speed in the 
post-production so that the video ends in the dark and the orange 
light is clearly visible. The manipulation is almost unobservable at 
the beginning; only the unnaturally fast flow of the river is a hint the 
unrealistic nature of the image.
vimeo.com/110372920

still from the video



1 0  M I N U T E S
2008, DV AVI, 10 min, loop

I shot this video in an old gym in a suburb of my hometown of Pil-
sen. My mother has been taking part in these aerobic lessons twice 
a week for over thirty years now. Most of the women live in the near 
neighbourhood and have attended  the classes for many years. The 
exercises, as well as the music or the group itself, hardly changes. 
In every lesson there is a ten minute long hula-hoop session. All the 
women are able to keep the hula-hoop rotating without a break for 
the whole ten minutes. Each of them has a slightly different style, 
different posture, different movement of hands and of the whole 
body. I participated in this exercise I had a feeling of being part of 
some abnormal, liminal state; a group meditation, where everybody 
is doing the same thing, but in an individual way.
vimeo.com/111827956

still from the video
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